What Other Trainees Have Said

"I did my first TimeSlips today. I am still flying high. The residents loved it."
- Connie Thimmig, Director of Enrichment Services St. Mary's Home for the Aged in Manitowoc, WI

“When I read their stories back to them, the residents’ faces light up. Thank you for developing such a wonderful way to foster creativity!!! It’s very fulfilling for the seniors and very rewarding for me!!!”
- Carolina D., CTRS, SouthPointe Healthcare Center, Greenfield, WI

“The residents enjoy it and discuss it the rest of the day. At least three of the usual six participants talk more than usual. They look forward to the next time. To see them happy impacts by job satisfaction. It’s great to see their sense of humor. We didn’t think one resident could participate. We underestimated her.”
- Tressa, St. Ann’s Center for Intergenerational Care, Milwaukee, WI

“After a session a woman thanked me a thousand times with the following words: ‘I had to reach the age of 92 to be allowed to be part of something like that! Thank you soooo much!’ And then she gave me a hug - a really tight one…”
- Jeanette Waeldin, Certified Facilitator, Germany

“One of the participants proudly stated ‘I can’t remember, but here I can imagine’, which I found an incredibly moving testament to the power of this programme.”
- Laura Menzies, TimeSlips Certified Facilitator, Falmouth, England

"Love the program. I think it is very worthwhile because no one designed something specific for our Dementia residents before this! They may say they participated, but it wasn't designed for them...to stimulate...to let them participate actively. I used to see
them get lost in programs and/or fall asleep. None of that with TimeSlips!"

- Administrator, Pennsylvania Department of Military and Veterans’ Affairs

“The elders have had so much fun with this flying project. First we talked about how great it would be if we could fly anywhere we wanted to go like Peter Pan. Then I asked “Where would you fly to?” “Why would you go there?” I love seeing the smiles on their faces as they talk about things that they love, and dream of doing.”

- Misty Montgomery, Quality Of Life Director, Lawrenceburg, KY

"A Vitamin B12 shot of creative energy and ideas that will transform your vision of creative engagement possibilities and equip you with a toolkit of ideas to put into practice."

- 2018 CCI Attendee, Milwaukee, WI